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Astract
During the last half of 2015, a number of Swedish publishing and broadcasting compa-
nies—Bonnier, Schibsted Sweden, Mittmedia, Bauer Group—agreed to fund and estab-
lish a national Public Service Broadcasting Commission. Th e purpose was to initiate a 
public debate about the behaviour and operation of Swedish public service broadcast-
ers—in particular, how they aff ected the commercial media market, and generally, to 
discuss the role of national public service broadcasting in a networked media environ-
ment. I was a Commission member, and this article describes the background, debates 
and proposals put forward by the Commission. On one hand, it focuses the work of 
the Commission with an emphasis on the diff erent public debates the Commission 
stirred. On the other hand, the article will in a meta-scholarly fashion elaborate on 
the academic tradition of doing scholarly work focused on public service in Sweden. A 
recurrent notion in the article is hence meta-academic. Importantly, the article stresses 
the scholarly bias in favour of public service that is usually present within this tradition 
(primarily emanating from the fi eld of political communication). Th us, the article is 
devoted to various debates surrounding the work of the Commission and the role of 
academics within these discussions (including myself). Finally, the article presents a few 
thoughts about what it might mean for academics to be (or become) lobbyists.
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For a while in August 2016, the major news story dominating Swedish media—about other 
Swedish media—was inside information from a recent board meeting of the media group 
Mittmedia at Arlanda airport in Stockholm. According to rumours, Mittmedia, one of 
Sweden’s largest media groups with almost 30 local newspapers, might cut editorial ser-
vices by 75 percent in the coming year and, as a consequence, leave almost 500 local jour-
nalists unemployed. In a small country like Sweden, this news was outrageous, potentially 
aff ecting almost a million local readers. Th e media scoop was published by Dagens Nyheter 
(Delin, 2017); and, as expected, the Swedish Minister for Culture and Democracy, Alice 
Bah Kuhnke (from the Green Party), was interviewed. She stated that Swedish media and, 
especially, local newspapers seemed to be moving towards “the edge of a cliff ”. I did “not 
sleep well at all”, the Minister asserted when the reporter talked to her the day after the 
Mittmedia news became public (Jones, 2016).
Heading the board of Mittmedia is Jan Friedman. After reading about the sleepless Min-
ister, he published an “open letter” in Dagens Nyheter: “Dear Alice”, Friedman began, sub-
scribers within the private media sector are “diminishing and aging, while advertisers prefer 
other channels [than local newspapers], especially foreign-owned ones as Google and Face-
book.” Overall, most “local media companies display diminished margins”, he lamented. But 
you could help us, Friedman stated, addressing the Minister: you “own yourself a toolbox 
[with] four tools that would really make a diff erence.” Friedman, then, urged the Minister 
to reconstruct the contemporary Swedish press subsidy system and hoped this would be 
the case when the ongoing Swedish Media Inquiry (Medieutredningen)—initiated by the 
Swedish Government in May 2015—would present their long awaited proposal in Novem-
ber 2016. Friedman also argued for the abolition of the Swedish advertisement tax (a pecu-
liar tax on only print media advertising revenues) as well as the strikingly similar print VAT, 
both of which cause great fi nancial troubles for local newspapers.
Th e point I want to make with this introduction, however, is that Friedman’s major 
concern was Swedish public service—particularly, at the regional and local level. It was, in 
fact, the number one tool for the Minister to reconsider. Traditionally, both Sweden’s Tele-
vision (SVT) and Radio Sweden (SR)—which are linked entities but remain two separate 
institutions—are regionally located across Sweden at various places. Local public service, 
Friedman told the Minister, triggered competition; but, more often, it has proven “coun-
terproductive”. Above all, Friedman asserted, it is “commercially challenging to meet part 
of SVT’s and SR’s free online services, while trying to make editorial investments and create 
tempting terms for paid news activities in a digital world.” If even local news is free of charge 
on the air waves, via cable and/or on svt.se or sr.se—why on earth should listeners, viewers 
or users in the middle of Sweden pay Mittmedia for the same content? Friedman, thus, 
urged the Minister to pay attention to this matter and stop ignoring the “increased nega-
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Th e media market strikes back
Jan Friedman’s open letter—both friendly and sarcastic in tone—to Minister Alice Bah 
Kuhnke is but the latest news item in a seemingly never-ending media discussion about 
Swedish public service broadcasting. Th e issue has naturally (and historically) been debated 
before. But, during the last decade (mainly due to the eff ects of digitisation), the discus-
sion has become more intense. As demonstrated by a rapidly increasing number of articles 
in the Swedish Media Retriever Database, a search for “public service” in 2005 generated 
1,100 articles—ten years later, the number was 2,700 (Media Retriever, 2016). Friedman’s 
counterproductive argument, i.e., free public service content versus paid digital subscrip-
tion models, has been the epicentre of the debate. Th e private media sector in Sweden (as 
elsewhere) has repeatedly stressed the impossibility of competing commercially with free 
media. 
For years, however, Swedish media politics tended to neglect the issue. As a conse-
quence, when the government released the latest Swedish Governmental Offi  cial Report 
(SOU) on public service broadcasting in 2012, Nya villkor för public service (SOU 2012:59), 
it was criticised harshly by the commercial media sector. Th e report displayed numerous 
defi ciencies; and, in their offi  cial remittance to the government, TV4 (Sweden’s major com-
mercial television channel) even stated that it was so poorly investigated and researched 
that the report could not form the basis for any political decision about any new terms 
for public service. Lars Nord, a media and communication studies professor at the Mid 
Sweden University, was the academic expert on the commission, important for the argu-
ment in this article. Åsa Jamal, (then) Head of Communications at TV4, even stated that, 
“primarily, the analysis of SVT’s market impact is missing. Unless the government acknowl-
edges it and demands improved reporting so that it becomes clear how to follow and 
investigate what SVT broadcasts and what funding looks like, the Offi  cial Report simply 
runs the risk of becoming a drop in the ocean” (Jamal, 2012).
 In general, commercial and private media groups in Sweden agree that public service 
broadcasting has an important function within the national media landscape. At the same 
time, the trend in recent years has made it all too apparent that public service media—con-
tent from SVT and SR (but also including UR, the Swedish Educational Broadcasting Com-
pany) is both broadcast and Internet-based, spanning basically all media modalities—are 
increasingly competing with commercial players (in various ways). Public service media, in 
short, undermine the latter’s ability to establish and conduct viable, competitive business 
models within a transformed media market. In December 2013, the Swedish Government 
fi nally commissioned the Swedish Press and Broadcasting Authority—which supervises 
and supports diversity and accessibility within press, radio and television—to investigate 
how public service media “aff ected the media market regarding, for example, competition 
and market development in general” (Swedish Ministry of Culture, 2013).  
Th e Press and Broadcasting Authority conducted their work during 2014 (and the 
fi rst half of 2015). However, rumours soon began to circulate that their report would indi-
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cate that public service media did not particularly aff ect the commercial media sector. 
Th e gossip proved to be correct when a fi rst version of their report was published in May 
2015—and, when the fi nal report was presented, it was fi lled with evasive and puzzling for-
mulations stressing that within the “the nature of public service” lies an inherent infl uence 
and impact on commercial media; “such eff ects may be regarded as expected”. According 
to the report, the chief pressures and impingements on the media market, however, were 
not caused by public service media but, rather, by contemporary macro factors such as 
“digitisation and globalisation.” Th en again, the “overall picture of public service broadcast-
ing operations is that they basically have a positive impact on the media market.” Impor-
tantly—particularly, with respect to the argument in this article—the report referred to 
academic media research that sustained such arguments, research that originated from the 
Mid Sweden University by media professors Lars Nord (again), Jesper Strömbäck and Ingela 
Wadbring (Swedish Press and Broadcasting Authority, 2016).
As a consequence, during the summer of 2015, a number of Swedish commercial pub-
lishing and broadcasting companies took action. On the one hand, they wanted to discuss 
(and, to some extent, dispute) the claims made by the Swedish Press and Broadcasting 
Authority in their report. On the other hand, they wanted to initiate a public debate about 
how the behaviour and operation of Swedish public service broadcasters aff ected the com-
mercial media market and the role of public service broadcasting in a networked media 
environment—in short, what is and what should be the nature and mission of Swedish 
public service? During the early autumn of 2015, the commercial organisations—Bonnier, 
Schibsted Sweden, Mittmedia, Bauer Group and Tidningsutgivarna (Swedish Media Pub-
lishers’ Association)—agreed to fund and establish a national Public Service Broadcasting 
Commission, Public service-kommissionen (in Swedish). Somewhat later, the Modern Times 
Group (owner of, for example, TV3 and Viasat) also joined. In essence, all commercial media 
in Sweden stood behind the initiative. 
Th e basic idea was simple: public service broadcasters have a strong position in Sweden. 
Yet, their role, actual practise and working conditions have, by and large, been formulated 
by themselves (based on appropriation directives issued by the Swedish Government). As 
independent institutions, SVT and SR have been able to decide on their own strategies and 
daily operations. In addition, academic research on public service in Sweden has often rein-
forced such a frame of reference methodologically, since it usually deploys in-depth inter-
views with leaders at these institutions, who (so to speak) then reinforce an established 
self-image (Larsen, 2011; Nord & Grusell, 2012).  
As stated, the premise of the Commission was that public service increased negative 
market impact, but the job of the Commission was also to carry out an analysis of the very 
idea of public service media in a digital environment. Hence, in a globally networked media 
environment—characterised by an abundance of content—the task of public service 
media ought to be reformulated. Five commissioners were selected. Th e work was led by 
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newspapers Aftonbladet and Svenska Dagbladet during the 1980s and 1990s. Other mem-
bers included Hans-Gunnar Axberger, professor in constitutional law at Uppsala University 
(and, arguably, the leading Swedish media law expert), as well as Agneta Dreber, former 
Chair of Radio Sweden (between 2010-2014) and a former member of the Swedish Press 
Ombudsman and Press Council (independent bodies that deal with complaints about the 
editorial content of newspapers, magazines and their websites). Th e fourth person on the 
Commission was Mikaela Valtersson, a former member of the Swedish Parliament and eco-
nomic spokesperson for the Green Party. I was the fi fth member. 
A commissioner’s confession
As a media studies professor—with the profi le of a public intellectual in Sweden, debating 
(over the last decade) various disruptions caused by the ‘digitisation of media’ in leading 
Swedish newspapers such as Svenska Dagbladet and, more recently, Dagens Nyheter—I 
have done scholarly work on public service issues from an historical and a digital perspec-
tive (Snickars, 2012, 2014). My background is not in media and communication studies, nor 
have I done work within the tradition of political communication or news journalism that 
has, arguably, dominated research on Swedish (and Scandinavian) public service (Larsen, 
2014; Carlsson, 2013; Nord & Grusell, 2012). My academic profi le is diff erent. I am humanis-
tic media scholar and do most of my work at the moment in the digital humanities (work-
ing with diff erent digital methods)—I am not a social science media scholar.
I am stressing my background because a recurrent notion in this article is meta-aca-
demic. Naturally, I am aware of the problem of using myself as an object of study. Yet, I 
believe there are, at least, a few academic insights to be gleaned from my experiences. On 
one hand, my article will describe the work of the Swedish Public Service Broadcasting 
Commission in which I took part last year with an emphasis on the diff erent public debates 
the Commission stirred. On the other hand, the article will also elaborate on the academic 
tradition of doing scholarly work focused on public service in Sweden—and, importantly, 
the bias in favour of public service that is usually present within this tradition (primarily 
emanating from the fi eld of political communication). Th e article is devoted to the various 
debates surrounding the work of the Commission as well as the role of academics within 
these discussions. Finally, the article presents a few thoughts—in the form a self-refl ec-
tion—on what it might mean for academics to be (or become) lobbyists.
I have described the background of my fellow commissioners in detail. I have done so 
not simply because of their impressive CVs but to indicate the truly professional nature of 
the Commission. According to Th omas Mattson, the editor-in-chief of Expressen (Sweden’s 
second largest tabloid), the members of the Commission were “highly respected and well 
placed to speak up” (Matsson, 2016). Yet, as it will become apparent in this article, my 
colleagues—especially, from media and communication studies within the Swedish acad-
emy—thought otherwise. Due to its commercial nature, for example it was suggested, and 
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even explicitly claimed, that we commissioners were all corrupt. Our opinions had been 
bought, and a few media professors even stated that we used the “offi  cial notion of a com-
mission under cover” (Pollack et al., 2016).
Our Commission was not issued by the Government—it was initiated by the commer-
cial Swedish media sector, which was dissatisfi ed with the lack of attention (regarding the 
relationship between commercial and public service media) from academic research and 
the present Swedish Media Inquiry (which is a governmental commission). Th e purpose of 
the ongoing Media Inquiry has been to investigate the possibilities of a sustainable Swedish 
media policy for the future and “submit a proposal for how to design new media policy 
tools” (Committee Directive, 2015)—albeit (initially) without looking at the role of public 
service institutions. Given previous media policy debates, these directives upset the com-
mercial media sector and, more or less, became the reason for launching the Public Service 
Broadcasting Commission. 
As a matter of fact, the woman running the governmental Media Inquiry, Anette 
Novak—CEO at the Interactive Institute Swedish ICT—repeatedly refused to meet with 
our Commission (and so did all representatives from both SVT and SR). In addition, during 
the spring of 2015, I was asked as a media scholar to contribute an article, which Nowak 
later decided to censor, to a research anthology (linked to the Media Inquiry). Since I was 
part of the Commission, I was a biased researcher—and, consequently, was not allowed to 
contribute to the book. I published a news item on the matter (Snickars, 2015b); Nowak 
did not reply. It apparently made no diff erence that my article was written before I joined 
the Commission, nor that it had nothing to do with public service at all (the topic was data 
brokers and personal data consumption).
I mention these personal details because I want to stress the particular academic envi-
ronment in which public service is currently researched and debated—at least, in Sweden. 
During my work within the Commission, in fact, I have more than once felt that there is a 
dubious symbiosis between the Swedish media scholars who do work on public service and 
the very institutions they are studying. It is hard to prove empirically, let alone pinpoint in 
detail. But research around news consumption and “news avoidance” has often tended to 
have a public service bias (Shehata & Wadbring 2015; Strömbäck, Djerf-Pierre & Shehata, 
2013)—which, importantly, has been used to sanction and legitimise the whole institution 
of public service. Th at is, research within the particular fi eld of political journalism is used 
as a pretext—particularly, within public discussion—for media research simply to endorse 
public service. 
I do not have a personal agenda as, say, a conservative, right-wing scholar seeking 
drastically to reduce and restrict public service for ideological reasons. I am a fairly neu-
tral media scholar—with a background in the library sector (as Head of Research at the 
National Library of Sweden), which has a number of similarities with public service. Given 
my previous work on the digitisation of media and culture within the heritage domain, it 
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was my primary reason for joining the Commission. As a commissioner, I received a fee 
of 60,000 Swedish crowns (approximately €6,000 before tax), equal to a month’s salary. 
Th e entire budget of the Commission was approximately €250,000. All these fi gures were 
openly available right from the start at publicservicekommissionen.se/. It was also stated 
online that the Commission secretariat was staff ed by the PR fi rm of Paues Åberg Commu-
nications, which took responsibility for project management, the production of reports, 
media relations and administration. In many ways, the work Paues Åberg Communica-
tions performed resembled the way an offi  cial governmental commission would function. 
Finally—for complete transparency and clarity in my argument—the purpose of the Swed-
ish Public Service Broadcasting Commission was to stir both a public and a political debate 
about the role of Swedish public service broadcasters. Nevertheless, the Commission was a 
lobby group, funded by the major commercial media conglomerates in Sweden—yet, with 
a crystal clear mandate to work independently within a given framework. 
Commission activities & debates
Th e role of the Commission was to examine critically, debate and, possibly, create a public 
service broadcasting model with a clearer mission—for example, with fewer media market 
distortion eff ects—or, as it was stated in the fi nal report from the Commission, the “task 
has been to carry out a wide-ranging analysis as to how public service broadcasting oper-
ates in Sweden today and to present proposals for future public service broadcasting oper-
ating models” (Public Service Broadcasting Commission, 2016). A website was set up with 
a ‘mission’ and ‘terms of reference’ (also in English) stressing, in particular, that the Com-
mission would “investigate whether there are any issues with the current defi nition, func-
tion, regulatory framework and oversight of public service broadcasters. Furthermore, the 
Commission will deal with questions as to the future form of public service broadcasting 
against the background of the rapid changes that are occurring in the media environment” 
(About the Commission, 2016).
During eight months of work, we commissioners had approximately ten meetings at 
which we discussed, for example, the structure of Swedish public service (and the clarifi ca-
tion of institutional roles), governmental regulations (or the lack of them), public service 
market impact (and examples thereof), and how public service ought to be conceptualised 
anew in a networked society. At one of the meetings, I raised the issue of whether it is rea-
sonable to stipulate that all content transmitted by Sweden’s Television and Radio Sweden 
should become public service by default—especially in relation to similar ‘quality content’ 
on other media channels? Th e Eurovision Song Contest, for example, was held in Stock-
holm in 2016; it was organised by SVT with an internal budget of more than 10 million Euro 
plus sponsored funding of an undisclosed sum—was it public service content? McLuhan 
seemed to be right with respect to public service; the medium literally defi ned the message. 
Th e broadcaster was everything—or, as Mittmedia journalist, Gunilla Kindstrand wittily 
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remarked in 2014, “a greasy barbecue tip at SVT always has a greater magnitude of public 
benefi t than independent journalism from a local newspaper” (Kindstrand, 2014).
Hence, within the Commission, we did not only discuss structural transformations and 
institutional problems related to public service but also the way an abundance of content 
redefi ned the very function of public service. In more practical terms, however, during its 
operation, the Commission also carried out a number of meetings with policymakers, 
executives, consultants, and major media players in Sweden. We met, for example, with 
representatives of the government offi  ces, the Swedish Union of Journalists, and a number 
of political parties. As stated, representatives from the public service broadcasters con-
sistently declined to meet with us. Two major public hearings, however, were organised, 
one around the transformation of the contemporary media landscape at which the head 
of strategy at SVT, Jimmy Ahlstrand, gave a talk; as did the CEO of Aftonbladet, Jan Helin 
(who, a couple of days later, announced that he had been recruited to SVT). Th e second 
hearing had an international scope. Th e purpose was to discuss and relate the Swedish situ-
ation to other countries and international experience with the management and organ-
isation of public service, for example, in Britain, Norway and Denmark. Academics were 
also involved; public service scholar Karen Donders, for example, gave a lecture on public 
service media in Europe with an emphasis on policy approaches. She stressed that Scandi-
navian countries in general have had few regulatory requirements (Donders & Raats, 2015).
In many ways, the second hearing of the Commission was the starting point of an (even 
more) intense national discussion of public service. In the business daily Dagens Industri, a 
British and a Swedish journalist argued, for example, that Sweden ought to follow the new 
directions and directives given to the BBC. “Th e signal is clear”, it was stated; “it is time for 
a new defi nition of public service. It ought to be changed from describing an institution 
towards describing a form of content” (Lloyd & Bergstrand, 2016). Independently, I pub-
lished an article in Dagens Nyheter on a similar matter (Snickars, 2016a). In short, my article 
suggested a number of ways to think about public service in a networked media environ-
ment. When the Internet becomes default, it is hardly useful, I stated, “to defi ne public 
service as only broadcasting or, for that matter, content that SR, SVT and UR transmit”. 
Instead, public service could be thought of as “a general criterion of quality”. Another idea 
of mine was to “imagine public service content (regardless of media modality) that might 
fl oat freely on the Web applied with a non-commercial CC license.” A related idea was to 
“consider public service as a platform, particularly as a way to deal with competition from 
American net giants—all in the form of some kind of expanded ‘Play services’. Th e societal 
impact would be signifi cant,” I argued, “and the PS platform could then also be fi lled with 
external public service content funded by a PS-trust with clear criteria” (Snickars, 2016a). 
A few days later, programme director Robert Olsson (from SVT) replied. He stated that 
he was not among those “who think that Pelle Snickars [has sold out] his academic author-
ity by allying himself with the heavyweights of commercial media on the so-called Public 
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biased group [of commissioners] with a professional experience to examine both one’s own 
and others arguments in a rigid scholarly way.” Th en again, even though Olsson gave me 
credit—while also implicitly hinting that I was corrupt—he thought my arguments were 
basically silly. In short, he stated that SVT remained important today in an altered media 
landscape since only the institution itself could sustain public service broadcasting’s impact 
on both an individual and a societal level (Olsson, 2016). 
In a fi nal reply, I polemically wrote that, within the digital world, “there are no insti-
tutions—only functions.” Hence, the idea of the future of the public service is “far too 
important to be reduced to maintaining traditional institutions that mostly belong in the 
analogue 1900s” (Snickars, 2016b). Th is line of reasoning was also the one the Commis-
sion came to prefer. In fact, the very title of our fi nal report, “Th e Future of Public Service 
Broadcasting—From Analogue Institution to a Digital Function”, indicates that our pro-
posal was anti-institutional. Interestingly, by pure chance, my (second) article in Dagens 
Nyheter appeared the same day that the Commission visited the University of Gothen-
burg’s Department of Journalism, Media and Communication (JMG). It is, arguably, the 
centre of social science media research in Sweden. Th e so called SOM Institute is located at 
JMG. It has conducted surveys to collect research data and presented annual trend analy-
ses on public opinion and media habits in Sweden since the late 1980s. 
As a scholar who works with various digital methods, I have publicly debated elsewhere 
the relevance of doing analogue surveys—with self-estimated media usage of made data—
to understand the transformative consequences and eff ects of the digital media landscape 
and particularly so with respect to public service (Snickars, 2015a). In addition, I have else-
where also argued that one of the reasons signifi cant changes in media research, media 
policy and the media industry have occurred in recent years is precisely methodological 
(Hyvönen, Snickars & Vesterlund, 2016). My purpose is to pinpoint my own diff erent meth-
odological standpoint of doing media studies in relation to most research at JMG in that 
my own work is digitally grounded.
Arguably, the most arduous advocate for a traditional public service model among 
media scholars currently working at JMG is Jesper Strömbäck (who previously worked at 
Mid Sweden University). He is a truly prolifi c academic and was also the most vigorous 
defender of the institution of public service in our discussions when the Commission visited 
JMG. Recently, Strömbäck has done work on various forms on information eff ects from 
watching public service and commercial television news. One recent article, “Does Public 
Service TV and the Intensity of the Political Information Environment Matter?”, for exam-
ple is based on a survey (again) with more than 2,200 respondents. In his article, Strömbäck 
claims to have detected “stronger knowledge eff ects from watching public service than 
commercial TV news” (Strömbäck, 2016a). 
In many ways, Strömbäck is an illustrative example of one of the dominant traditions 
within Swedish media research in which public service is closely linked to—and, sometimes, 
even equated with—issues of news consumption. Basically, the concern within such pater-
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nalistic research is that growing digital opportunities today for individual media choices 
cause knowledge gaps—i.e., news consumption and learning in a low-choice public service 
context is ‘better’ than in a high-choice media environment. It is worth stressing, however, 
that the program category of ‘news’ amounts to about ten percent of Swedish public service 
media. Hence, it always strikes me (as a media scholar who is not at all interested in news 
journalism or (traditional) political communication) as peculiar how my fellow academics 
are so obsessed with news, democracy and public service (Aalberg, 2015)—especially since 
90 percent of public service programmes are essentially not about news at all. Personally, 
I regard public service media as including far more than news—children’s programmes, 
documentaries, drama, sport, fi lm, art and culture for a start. 
Th en again, from a political perspective, audience news consumption has always been 
regarded as truly important. In fact, when Swedish public service institutions gradually 
developed in scale from the mid-1950s onwards, internal research of public service audi-
ences became a vital part of the institutions themselves. Th e task of the “Audience and Pro-
gram Research Section” (PUB) at Radio Sweden (which, at the time, also incorporated SVT) 
was to study public service and audiences. During the 1970s, for example, major projects 
were initiated to measure public service news penetration within the so-called “informa-
tion gap project”. Essentially, the research ideas were (again) paternalistic, and the project 
was almost Marxist in its eff ort to make public service programmes cater to all classes. 
Interestingly, a number of researchers working at PUB later became leading proponents 
of media and communication studies in Sweden (Hyvönen, Snickars & Vesterlund, 2015). In 
short, the scholarly tradition of studying news and public service has developed in tandem 
with the academy and public service institutions—and, until 1993 (the year PUB closed), 
even inside the latter. Consequently, today, this type of media research—for example, on 
issues surrounding ‘news avoiders’, a topic on which Strömbäck has often been publicly 
quoted in Sweden—often gets picked up by the public service institutions themselves. In 
his talk at one of the public hearings the Commission organised, for example, Jimmy Ahl-
strand from SVT made frequent allusions and references to this type of academic research 
on news consumption (which, thus, gave it a stamp of approval for the institution of public 
service). Given the above, it hardly came as a surprise that, when Strömbäck tweeted that 
his latest article had been published in March 2016 with its claim about the positive knowl-
edge eff ects of watching SVT’s news programme Rapport but not (the commercial) TV4 
News—it was retweeted by Hannah Stjärne, the CEO of Sweden’s Television (Strömbäck, 
2016b).
Beyond the institution—Commission recommendations
During the spring of 2016, the work of the Public Service Broadcasting Commission was 
the nexus of national discussions and debates about the role of public service broadcast-
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the Commission’s ideas, its comings and goings. Some were positive—others fi ercely nega-
tive. When the fi nal report was to be unveiled in Gothenburg in April 2016 at the Swedish 
MEG16 festival—arguably, the most important annual meeting for Swedish media—the 
scene was set for another round of animated discussion.
Th e fi nal report from the Commission has been translated into English (and can be 
downloaded from the Web at publicservicekommissionen.se/english/). I will, therefore, 
only summarise its basic arguments. Th e Commission presented a number of recom-
mendations and proposals to the Swedish Parliament and Government. Th e Commission 
fi rmly stated that it “believed that the current view of public service broadcasting needs 
to change. Public service broadcasting should be seen as a function, not as an institution.” 
Th e underlying analyses of the Commission were historically motivated; the original idea to 
create publicly-fi nanced broadcasters—“limited spectrum, the desire to be able to provide 
a programming output over the airwaves and the political ambition to control media con-
sumption”—were deemed to irrelevant. Instead, we commissioners envisioned a greater 
“breadth in public service providers” that would possibly “promote greater media diver-
sity and stimulate innovation, entrepreneurship and creativity across a range of diff erent 
genres.” Since a number of external production companies (nationally as well as internation-
ally) were already producing public service content for both SVT and SR—which, today, 
buy these productions and transform them into public service—the Commission believed 
that such a system could be scalable, independent of these institutions. 
However, this would only work with a new funding structure in place of the fi nancing 
of public service production outside of traditional corporations. Regarding funding, the 
Commission proposed that the Swedish “radio and television license” be abolished and 
that all media subsidies would, instead, be fi nanced through the normal taxation system 
and distributed by direct appropriation from the state budget. Th e usual objection from 
public service to such proposals has often been that budget appropriation fi nancing might 
reduce independence and planning certainty. Th en again, the Commission noted in the 
fi nal report that a number of other important public services are today “fi nanced through 
the budget appropriations process, including the judicial system, higher education and 
research as well as other state fi nancing of cultural institutions and media”—hence, exclud-
ing public service broadcasting institutions would not make any sense.
Th e new funding structure that the Commission proposed included a number of dif-
ferent components: “1. Support for local journalists to replace the current system of press 
subsidies that aim to support coverage of local communities by journalists; 2. A platform-
independent public service fund for the production of public service content by journalists 
across diff erent genres; 3. A Nordic media fund to support public service productions.” 
To sustain such a new structure, the second proposal was the most important. We com-
missioners proposed a national operational subsidy for the production of public service 
content—a kind of public service fund (or trust)—that should be open to any media, pro-
duction company or independent production project (commercial or not) as long as they 
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met certain stipulated criteria. In short, the aim of the PS fund was to “provide support to 
high-quality public service productions that would not be possible to fi nance on purely 
commercial grounds.” Above all, the idea was to allow organisations or companies to apply 
for support for diff erent public service content. It would, then, be “broadcast, displayed or 
distributed via platforms independent of the three existing public service broadcasting cor-
porations.” Th e Commission also stated that the subsidies should be “time limited, allow 
for co-fi nancing and be able to be combined with other fi nancing models.” In addition, 
publishers and broadcasters should partake in some kind of system of media ethics. One 
objection to such a funding system, the fi nal report also stated, is that the State might be 
regarded as inappropriate to ‘judge’, say, the quality of journalism. However, similar evalua-
tions are made in a number of other areas—for example, research, fi lm, literature and other 
cultural subsidies. Th erefore, it should be quite “straightforward to create a similar system 
for public service productions that are made for the public benefi t.”
Naturally, this also meant that the current Swedish public service institutions would 
have to be altered, modifi ed—and, ultimately, reduced. Th e Commission, for example, 
argued that programme off ering at the traditional institutions should in the future be 
“characterised by quality, impartiality, objectivity, and inclusiveness and should add value 
to the media market as a whole.” Basically, this meant that public service should “abstain 
from producing programmes, services or formats that independent commercial media 
organisations already provide.” In addition, the Commission stated that we believed there 
to be grounds for the Swedish Parliament “to clarify that the public service broadcasting 
corporations have a particular responsibility to provide a basic off ering of productions and 
programmes that are public service in their character” (Public Service Broadcasting Com-
mission, 2016).
Conclusion—Academics as lobbyists?
One might sum up the proposals from the Commission by simply stating that, since we 
commissioners truly believed that public service is essentially a societal function (and not 
an institution), economic resources ought to be transferred from the Swedish public ser-
vice broadcasting corporations to other forms of national media subsidies. Th e only valid 
argument against such a proposal—at least, to my mind—is that the national institu-
tion of public service broadcasting would gradually diminish in importance. According to 
annual reports published by SVT and SR, it is only by sustaining a major “impact” that their 
national position of societal importance can be upheld and legitimised. In the last annual 
reports from SVT (2014 and 2015), the notion of “impact” has, in fact, been a header of its 
own. “Only through a major impact can SVT maintain its position as a democratic tool. 
To retain this impact during the great upheavals in the media market is one of the biggest 
challenges for the company” (SVT Annual Report, 2015). Th ey might be right, and the sug-
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service broadcasting. Still, we commissioners sincerely believed that it is the content that 
matters—not the broadcaster—and particularly in a digital media environment.
As could be expected, the public service institutions SVT, SR and UR did not particu-
larly like these anti-institutional ideas and suggestions. A heated national debate followed, 
which this article cannot describe—with the exception of one fi nal academic response 
(again, suggesting the dubious relationship between some media scholars and public ser-
vice institutions). One important consequence of the work of the Commission during the 
spring of 2016, however, was that, just two weeks before the Commission released its fi nal 
report at MEG16, the ongoing national Media Inquiry sent a memo to the Swedish Minister 
for Culture and Democracy, Alice Bah Kuhnke, entitled: “Publicly funded media—issues 
that ought to be investigated for the next licensing period”. Th e memo stated that the 
present Media Inquiry did not have the mandate to analyse and suggest recommendations 
regarding Swedish public service broadcasting but that it had the right to “point out issues 
that need to be further investigated before the next licensing period” (Swedish Media 
Inquiry, 2016)—and the relation between public service broadcasters and the commercial 
media market was defi nitively such an issue. In many ways, this memo was an earlier ver-
sion of Jan Friedman’s “open letter” to the Minister. At the time of this writing, the Swedish 
Government is dealing with this memo. Suffi  ce to say that, even though Anette Novak and 
the national Media Inquiry refused to meet and discuss the role of public service broad-
casting and its relation to commercial media with the Commission, our work undoubtedly 
caused the Media Inquiry to act. 
Nevertheless, I want to fi nish with a meta-academic comment centred on a debate 
article in Svenska Dagbladet, written by three Swedish media and communication scholars 
in late April 2016 (Pollack et al., 2016). Th e reason for their article was the memo around 
“Publicly funded media” from the Media Inquiry as well as the fi nal report from our Com-
mission. It might not come as a surprise that one of the authors was Lars Nord, a scholar 
whose academic output can only be described as pro-institutional regarding public service; 
the others were Ester Pollack and Sigurd Allern at JMK, Stockholm University. Basically, 
their article argued that commercial media was a nuisance; “critical journalism” needed 
to be sustained; and “media and journalism cannot be described as actors” in a market 
because they are a vital necessity for democracy. Without going into any form of dialogue 
with the PM or the proposals from the Commission, the authors stated: “Research shows 
that free and independent media is a cornerstone of democratic infrastructure … strong 
public-service institutions with editorial independence from the government and parlia-
ment is a central part of this infrastructure.” 
As stated before, my own work (as a media studies professor) within the Commission as 
well as that of my academic colleague, media law expert professor Hans-Gunnar Axberger, 
were imperceptible and not recognised as academic input. We were simply corrupt; our 
opinions had been bought. “It is hardly surprising that media companies, including media 
groups with large surpluses, fervently argue for changes in media policy in a direction that 
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is favourable to themselves and their owners”, Pollack et al. asserted. Th eir article made no 
reference to the actual problems between the commercial media sector and public service 
broadcasting or to the Commission’s proposal to shift emphasis from institution towards 
function (Pollack et al., 2016). In fact, towards the end of the article, Pollack et al. suddenly 
seemed aware that their article could be understood as simply defending existing condi-
tions—as if digitisation had never happened—which they assured it was not.
I sometimes ask myself how media and communications scholars, displaying a limited 
understanding of how commercial media works, are capable of analysing any of the cur-
rent transformations caused by digitisation. If scholarly media research is to remain at least 
modestly relevant for media policy, it needs to be able to grasp the diff erent positions 
and frames of reference within the rapidly transforming media landscape—particularly, 
regarding public service media. Otherwise, research runs the risk of referring to and argu-
ing for the status quo. Academics, then, become lobbyists; research becomes ideologically 
biased—and even paternalistic in terms of public service—albeit without noticing it. In 
fact, if one compares a number of Swedish media scholars who have done work on public 
service (some of whom are mentioned in this article) with the actual subjects they are 
studying—i.e., the journalists and institutions themselves—the latter are far more dynamic 
in their understanding of current digital transformations and the role of public service 
broadcasting. Arguably, this has to do with the concept of roles in which it is completely 
natural for a journalist (or someone working within media in general) to shift perspectives 
depending on employment. Th e present CEO of SVT, for example, Hannah Stjärne, was for 
years CEO of the commercial media group UNT. And, as stated, during the spring of 2016, 
she recruited Jan Helin—one of the nation’s most knowledgeable media strategists, and 
CEO at Aftonbladet—to become one of her closest collaborators at SVT. Similarly, Radio 
Sweden has had leading proponents and media strategists recruited from the commercial 
sector—for example, Martin Jönsson, who was recently hired by the newspaper Dagens 
Nyheter. 
I was recruited by the commercial media sector in Sweden to be a commissioner in the 
Public Service Broadcasting Commission. I was picked not because of my lavish production 
of academic articles on public service but for my broader, idea based and varied work on 
contemporary digitisation of culture and media (I think). Naturally, since the commission 
was a lobby group—but with a mandate to work independently—the commercial media 
conglomerates behind the Commission did not want academics who were biased in favour 
of public service broadcasting. I was not thought to be one of those—but others defi nitively 
were. Hence, at least from one vantage point, a number of Swedish media and communica-
tion scholars are, thus, presently perceived to be prejudiced and partial. If humanistic and 
social science scholars usually think that they have a reputation of being neutral observ-
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